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Cancer immunotherapy has decisively advanced to the fore-
front of cancer treatment as a consequence of the impressive
clinical responses of immune checkpoint blockade and adop-
tive T cell therapy. However, the current immunotherapeutic
approaches have been shown to benefit only a minority of
cancer patients. How to improve the efficacy of immunother-
apy as an important modality for the treatment of advanced
cancer attracts much attention now. Addressing this challenge
requires a better understanding of molecular and cellular
mechanisms for tumor escape of immunological control and
identification of more effective ways in eliminating tumor
cells, which will enable us to translate the basic knowledge
of tumor immunology to the development of new immuno-
therapeutic strategies effective in clinical practice. In this issue
of the Journal of Molecular Medicine, we are pleased to pres-
ent five review articles that highlight recent advances in our
understanding of basic aspects of tumor immunology and
summarize current developments in new cancer immunother-
apeutic strategies.

Considering that only a fraction of cancer patients with
certain types can achieve the durable clinical benefit from
the immune checkpoint blockade, in recent years, the combi-
nation strategies of cancer immunotherapy together with con-
ventional chemotherapy or radiotherapy have been encour-
aged and extensively investigated both in preclinical and

clinical studies. This relies on the conceptual advance in the
characterization of immunogenic cell death (ICD) of cancer
cells induced by these traditional approaches, and polarization
of regulatory immune cells and inflammatory stromal cells in
tumor microenvironment, from tumor-promoting to tumor-
inhibitory status, by chemotherapy and radiotherapy if used
appropriately at timing, dosage, frequency, fractionation, and
treatment sequences. It is usually accepted that the conven-
tional chemotherapy and radiotherapy can mediate direct kill-
ing of tumor cells but can also damage the immune system of
the patients at the same time. However, more and more evi-
dence indicates that chemotherapy and radiotherapy can in-
duce antitumor immune response by promoting ICD in cancer
cells and subverting the immunosuppressive tumor microen-
vironment. In addition, both innate and adaptive immune sys-
tems of the host contribute critically to the outcomes of che-
motherapy and radiotherapy in the treatment of cancer. For
example, Fu’s lab recently demonstrated that type I IFN is
required for the control of cancer by local radiotherapy, and
also showed that the combination of radiotherapy with anti-
PD-L1 antibody therapy exhibits synergistic effects in the
treatment of tumor models by enhancing effector functions
of cytotoxic T cells (CTLs) and inhibiting the accumulation
of immunosuppressive myeloid-derived suppressor cells
(MDSCs) [1]. It is well known that chemotherapy can initiate
innate responses by inducing the cancer cell to release
alarming substance and innate factors to activate antigen-
presenting cell function. Furthermore, chemotherapeutic
drugs have been shown to regulate tumor cell immunogenicity
and achieve therapeutic benefits by activating the adaptive
immune system. For example, the combination of cisplatin
and paclitaxel at low dosage induces a strong tumor-specific
CD8+ T cell response in both mice and patients. Combined
use of 5-FU with cisplatin increases both CD4+ and CD8+ T
lymphocytes in the tumor microenvironment in cancer
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patients. Combined use of immunogenic drugs oxaliplatin and
cyclophosphamide can initiate host antitumor Tcell immunity
in some cancer patients and successfully sensitize these pa-
tients to checkpoint blockade [2]. Therefore, it is important to
understand the immunological mechanisms and rationales of
the strategies for effectively combining conventional treat-
ment with immunotherapy to improve the clinical outcome
for cancer patients. In their review article, Fu and colleagues
provide the mechanistic insights into the increased antitumor
effect of the combination therapy and summarize the advances
in both experimental and clinical studies on the therapeutic
effect of the combining strategy [3].

Tumor-host interaction has always been a hot topic in
this field. Now, we have accumulated extensive data
about interaction of tumor cells and non-tumor cells
including stromal cells and immune cells. Many factors,
both intrinsic and extrinsic, can affect the interactions,
promoting or inhibiting tumor growth and metastasis or
even regulating the sensitivity of tumor cells to conven-
tional therapies. Microbial communities inhabiting the
human intestine have become important environmental
factors involved in many health- and disease-related
processes including inflammatory diseases and cancer.
More recently, the gut microbial flora has unexpectedly
shown to be able to regulate tumor microenvironment
and can determine the outcome of the cancer immuno-
therapy via immune checkpoint blockade [4, 5]. Ma,
Zitvogel, and colleagues now discuss the effects of cer-
tain cancer therapies on the changes of tumor microen-
vironment and highlight the importance of cellular stress
responses especially microbiota-derived factors in the
induction of immune response against cancer [6].

Rational design of new immunotherapeutic approach or
combination strategies depends on the understanding of the
balanced network of activation of antitumor immunity and
tumor-induced immunosuppression. Tumors develop multiple
means to actively help tumor cell escape of immunological
control. Extraordinary efforts have been made to target
tumor-induced immunosuppression by eliminating the
regulatory cells and blocking the production of immuno-
suppressive factors. Through these joint efforts, the
strength and/or duration of antitumor immune responses
could be induced, and the long-term effectiveness of im-
munotherapies could be achieved. In the last decade,
many kinds of regulatory cells have been identified in
the immediate tumor microenvironment, the circulating
system, and distant organs [7]. It is demonstrated that
the increased number of regulatory cells and decreased
expression of effector molecules with potent antitumor
effects will attenuate the immune response against cancer
and also promote tumor metastasis. For example, hepatic
expression of the innate RNA sensor retinoic acid-
inducible gene I (RIG-I) contributes to the antitumor

effect of type I interferon (IFN) therapy, and lower ex-
pression of RIG-I will lead to poor prognosis and reduce
the antitumor effect of type I IFN therapy in hepatocel-
lular carcinoma patients [8]. In this issue, Liu and Cao
focus on the types of immunosuppressive cells and their
mechanisms in promoting tumor immune escape and me-
tastasis, and also outline some future directions in the
development of cancer immunotherapy [9].

Inflammatory milieu consisting of regulatory cells and in-
flammatory cytokines contributes to tumor growth and metas-
tasis. IL-6, IL-1β, and TNFα are well known for their patho-
genic inflammatory roles in the formation of malignancy. In
recent years, one group of immune cells, innate lymphoid cells
(ILCs), attracts much attention given their multiple functions
in health and disease. ILCs that provide an early source of
cytokines play an important role in homeostasis and inflam-
mation, and the discovery of a diverse array of innate lym-
phoid cells with different cytokine expression profiles and
migration patterns has provided insight into the molecular
mechanisms that initiate and manipulate the inflammatory im-
mune response physiologically and pathologically. Different
cytokines derived from ILC subsets have been found to be
involved in the carcinogenesis, tumor growth, and metastasis
through interactions with other types of immune or non-
immune cells. IL-22, released from ILC3s and Th22, is ele-
vated in the blood of many types of cancer hosts and also
increased in the tumor microenvironment. Persistently elevat-
ed levels of IL-22 are associated with chronic inflammation,
and development and progression of several types of cancer.
Zou and colleagues have been investigating immunosuppres-
sion and tumor escape in the tumor microenvironment, and
one of their studies showed that IL-22 can promote colorectal
cancer cell invasiveness and stemness [10]. In this issue, Zou,
Frankel, and colleagues summarize the cellular sources and
targets of IL-22, and focus on the effects of IL-22 on different
tissue environments, particularly in the context of cancer [11].
IL-22/IL22R signaling cascade can enhance cellular prolifer-
ation and invasion of multiple tissue types of cancer cells,
contributing to both development of pre-neoplastic and main-
tenance of established tumors. This may provide mechanistic
explanations for the observations that ablation of ILCs in a
murine model of inflammation-mediated colon cancer results
in abrogation of tumor formation, and also administration of
anti-IL-22 antibody could ameliorate colitis symptoms and
reduce tumor burden in the mouse model. Going forward,
crosstalk of the IL-22/IL22R cascade with other inflammatory
cytokines and inflammatory tumor stromal milieu, and more
direct evidence definitively supporting the existence and func-
tional role of local IL-22 in inflammation-induced tumorigen-
esis warrants further investigations.

IL-33, a member of the IL-1 family, has been shown to play
critical roles in bridging innate and adaptive immunity through
binding to its receptor ST2 (homolog of sulfotransferase 2).
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Since ST2 is widely expressed in many types of cells
including ILC2s and T cells such as regulatory T cells
(Treg), IL-33 can exert its multiple functions in T cell
regulation, inflammation, and tumorigenesis, depending
on the cell resources of IL-33 and the types of ST2-
positive targets. IL-33 is also found to be expressed in
the tumor microenvironment and increased in the periph-
eral blood of patients with a variety of cancers. Many
reports have suggested the involvement of IL-33 in
tumor-associated inflammation and local immunosuppres-
sion. For example, tumor stromal expression of IL-33
contributes to tumor progression and metastasis by mobi-
lizing MDSCs to tumor microenvironment and maintain-
ing the immunosuppressive function of MDSCs within the
tumor microenvironment. In a comprehensive review arti-
cle by Lu, Wang, and colleagues, the molecular character-
istics of IL-33, the effects of IL-33 on the effector T cells,
ILCs and myeloid cells during the homeostasis, cellular
immunity and inflammation, the factors determining the
tumor-promoting or tumor-inhibitory roles of IL-33, and
how to selectively regulate IL-33 expression in tumor
cells or tumor stroma to benefit immunotherapy of cancer
have been summarized [12].

Taken together, these five review articles highlight
important molecular and cellular mechanisms of tumor-
induced immunosuppression and potential new targets of
intervention, illustrate how to design new approaches of
cancer immunotherapy to revert immunosuppression, and
discuss the combination strategies of immunotherapy
with conventional therapy. These reviews will undoubtly
broaden our current understanding of the tumor immu-
nology and immunosurvailence and inspire future inno-
vations in cancer immunotherapy.
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